Functional analysis of cis-elements, auxin response and early developmental profiles of the mannopine synthase bidirectional promoter.
The dual MAS1'-2' promoter regulating two divergently transcribed mannopine synthase genes has been widely employed in plant expression vectors. As part of an effort towards its rational design as a genetic engineering tool, we have undertaken a functional analysis of the promoter by deletion mutagenesis and by the use of hybrid promoter constructs. Our results indicate that the central region of the intergenic promoter is composed of at least four domains. Three of these contain complementary sequences, which can potentially hybridize to form alternative palindromic structures. These three domains can function cooperatively, and in an orientation-independent manner, in imparting a sevenfold higher expression level at the 2' end relative to the corresponding 1'. The remaining domain is characterized by tracts of repeated A/T-rich elements, and appears to confer the weak activity at the MAS1' promoter end. However, even though this A/T-rich DNA segment is functional, our deletion analysis provided strong evidence that it is completely dispensable for wild-type promoter activity. In addition, the relative distances between these enhancer domains and the 1'-2' TATA-proximal regions can have a pronounced influence on the level of expression in both directions. In young tobacco seedlings, the two promoter ends are expressed in similar, if not identical, tissues in the aerial parts of the plants, but major differences can be observed in roots. Transient expression assays using hybrid promoter constructs showed that cis-elements that can respond to auxin induction signals are redundant in nature, in that they are dispersed throughout the promoter and showed no obvious consensus sequence.